Jobdesk.in in Yii
This customer is one of the leading and consistently growing Recruitment Firm. With only 5 years
since inception the firm has grown it’s magnitude immensely and met high end needs of SMEs
and MNCs locally and globally.
in this profession to exhale his business to next level client wanted to develop a agency based job
portals from where he can entertain various job based agencies. Through this website client
wanted to give Ready to use service7 off the shell solution to job based agencies, through this
system client objective to generate his business revenue.
With emerging economy demands the development importance of Job website had moved to
next level, as per our prior work experience we have developed various job portal , job
consultancies, online employment exchange .
To develop a Job based agency management system with different users attribute with their
respective functionality was one of the task to look on. Few other challenges was to develop a
fully functional system which is meant specifically for Employers, job seekers, with their
respective functionality, not only this to develop a user friendly UI ,highly functional and result
oriented search functionality , an advanced centralized administration panel for easy
management system ,various member engagement forums were some of key modules to look
on.
Agenda:
Core objectives to develop a tiered platform like Jobdesk.in are:
 Build an aggregated interactive SaaS platform targeting Recruitment firms, HR
consultants, HR division of companies and generic industry.
 Build an informative platform where Professionals looking for next leap can get exposed
to ongoing and upcoming openings in their field of expertise
 Link Recruiters and Professionals through a secured channel
Satisnet.com Value Add:
We decided to go with Yii considering the broad vision of our client to integument recruitment
industry. It was an enthralling experience for us as technical partner creating this website in YII,
one the fastest PHP frame work for creating Web2.0 applications.
Its multi-disciplinary feasibility overrules clamors of inter-operability and allows smooth integration
of modern web applications including Rich Media and Social Media tools.
Considering it’s speed, accuracy and effectiveness so far, Jobdesk has been a very user-friendly,
professional and obsessive platform for job seekers and recruiters especially due to it’s nearly
zero time delay search functionality, tiered admin structure and reliable database management.
Recommendations:
Next challenge is to make the site mobile and compatible to smart devices which includes
Blackberry OS, Symbian, iOS, Android, etc. Considering the dynamics in Job Market this has
been placed on top priority by the client.
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